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there are two types of tools: the static analysis and the dynamic analysis tools. static analysis is
used to check the design, whereas dynamic analysis is used to check the function of the transistor.
tools are used to check the design of the circuit, and also to check the function of the transistor. the
tools used to check the design of the circuit are different than the tools used to check the function of

the transistor. tanner tools v16.00 release notes table of contents tanner tools version 16.00.. 2
what's new in s-edit v16.00. 2 what's new in t-spice v16. 3 what's new in w-edit v16. 4 what's new in

l-edit pro v16. 6 what's new in hiper verify v16.11 additional information.13 supported system
requirements.13 recommended system requirements.13 installation.13 licensing.13 technical

support.14 1 photodemon comes with a built-in macro recorder and batch processor. its ui is fully
themable, with built-in light, dark, and monochrome themes. all tools support real-time previews,

custom presets, keyboard navigation, and unlimited undo/redo. fpga seminar: 9:00-9:30 gathering &
light breakfast 9:30 opening. 9:35-10:15 highly innovation & customized solutions with

programmablesilicon (ilan hochman intel psg regional sales manager) 10:15 11:15 fpga overview
(lawrence landis intel psg ww universities programlead) 11:15-11:30 break 11:30 12:00 open cl

unified desktop for fpga (uri levy intel ssg system architectintel haifa) 12:00-12:30 fpga acceleration
cards using opencl (reuven weintraub, gidel ltdceo) 12:30-13:00 university program (young-schultz,

tanner intel psg software specialistintel psg toronto; lawrence landis intel psg ww universities
program lead) 13:00-14:00 lunch fpga workshop #1: 14:00 17:00 workshop 1: introduction to

quartus and fpgas hands on lab
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the 64-bit version of tanner tools allows for larger designs than the 32-bit version. now designers can
create designs with more capacity than 32-bit windows can support. it also runs up to 25% faster
than the 32-bit version. this release includes the 64-bit version of the riviera-pro analog mixed-
language simulator that helps reduce the co-simulation complexity. the installation process is
straightforward with the only possible caveat being the set the tanner_aldec_dir environment

variable pointing to the riviera-pro installation and the hiper simulation a/ms platform is ready to go.
the 64-bit version of tanner tools includes the 64-bit version of the riviera-pro analog mixed-

language simulator and the hiper simulation a/ms platform. the installation process is
straightforward with the only possible caveat being the set the tanner_aldec_dir environment

variable pointing to the riviera-pro installation and the hiper simulation a/ms platform is ready to go.
however, if you are on a 32-bit windows operating system, you can still use tanner tools pro and
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hiper silicon eda software. you can use any version of tanner tools pro or hiper silicon eda software
up to and including version 10 for 32-bit windows operating systems. in the year 1985, circuit

designers at intel began to use mentor-graphics c-compiler and altera devices to design complex
integrated circuits. after 1987, these companies were going forward to simulate the designs using
simulation tools. at that time, these companies realized that their simulation tools are pretty much
useful and they could be used to find design errors early in the circuit design phase. 5ec8ef588b
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